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Abstract—In today’s hospital environments, many medical
devices and tools are used. While some of these will be
stationary due to size and bulk, many devices can also be
moved from room to room. To facilitate an efficiently running
hospital environment and protect expensive devices from
being lost, it is important to keep track of the whereabouts of
every medical device or utensil. We propose an RFID based
system with a smartphone application based frontend for
tracking the locations of medical devices and utensils in a
hospital environment, both enabling medical professionals to
quickly locate required devices as well as allowing hospital
administration to keep track of when and where devices
leave hospital premises, optionally alerting security after a
configurable grace period. In addition to this, our proposed
application allows doctors and other medical personnal
to reserve equipment and rooms such as examination or
operating rooms and to easily find which rooms or pieces
of equipment are available at a given time. This reduces
administrative overhead and allows a smoother operation
of the hospital, where efficiency is needed not only for the
sake of profits but also to ensure the continued well-being of
patients.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is considered
to be the current wave of the IT revolution in different
industries, including logistics and supply chain and health
care, and medical services. The literature identified many
applications of such a technology in health care, such
as patient safety, patient monitoring, tools and equipment
tracking, patient tracking, and logistics management, among many other applications [1]–[4]. RFID technology
holds tremendous potential in terms of improving the management of patients within the healthcare supply chain.
The technology is regarded as a viable means to eliminate
various inefficiencies related to patient management. Early
studies showed that RFID technology represents a viable
means of checking, tracking, and tracing pharmaceutical
products while allowing a proper management of incident
audit trails between the medical equipment and the healthcare staff [1], [3], [5]–[9]. RFID can continuously track
objects anywhere and anytime and enhance operations and
process efficiency. In healthcare settings, prior research
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described many benefits and improvements made through
RFID applications. [5], [6] classified these benefits into
three main categories, including RFID-enabled hospital
equipment tracking, which reduces equipment losses and
improves asset management in hospitals. RFID-enabled
inventory technology reduces equipment shrinkage by
remotely tracking equipment and also maintaining accurate inventory replenishment and level. Other researchers
indicated that resource allocation in health care settings,
including medical personnel is significantly different from
process and labor management in other settings. Medical
staff and employees in hospitals are usually involved in
multiple tasks simultaneously [3], [9], [10] to deal with
emergency issues and to work with different colleagues
and equipment. The working environment in hospitals
is very dynamic in nature and more tense than at most
other types of organizations since human lives are at stake
[2], [3], [9]. This requires some support in providing all
requirements and tools needed for health care tasks at the
right time in the right location for the right use.
To put it differently, today’s hospitals are complex
environment where many different medical devices and
tools in use, ranging from X-ray machines to smaller quick
test kits required by the current COVID-19 pandemic.
Some of these are stationary due to size and bulk, but
others are portable and moved from room to room as
needed to take care of patients and medical procedures.
At the same time, medical personnel has to be able to
find the equipment they need quickly and at any time
to prevent unnecessary delays in treatment and ensure
smooth operations of the hospital. As medical equipment
is often expensive, it is also important to keep track
of its whereabouts to prevent it from going missing or
being stolen. We propose an RFID based system with
an accompanying smartphone application to keep track of
medical devices and equipment in a hospital environment
Our paper attempts to design a smart inventory and
logistic system in hospitals using RFID system. Unlike
other studies that focuses on the medical side of using
RFID systems, we thought using RFID technology can
also help support the major process in hospitals by facilitating logistics and inventory activities in a daily basis
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such as rooms and equipment booking, asses tracking
and staff tracking and communicating. With the use of
RFID tracking system medical equipment, staff, patients
and all physical entities in a hospital are instantaneously
traced and monitored via a centralized computer system.
The information extracted from the RFID system will be
analyzed through process mining to discover useful and
actionable patterns and to shape a knowledge base for
future decision-making [10]–[12].
Our proposed system enables medical professionals
to quickly located required devices, while also allowing
hospital administrative staff to keep track of when and
where devices leave hospital premises, optionally alerting
security after a configurable grace period to allow moving
equipment between buildings. To further optimize the
efficiency of hospital operations, since our system already
includes a floor plan for locating equipment, we also provide a system allowing medical personnal to browse and
reserve both equipment and rooms such as examination
or operating rooms. The ability to search for rooms by
description as well as free time slots enables doctors to
quickly look up available rooms or equipment required
to perform necessary procedures from their smartphones.
This reduces administrative overhead and allows smoother
operations of the hospital, which will also benefit the wellbeing of patients.
In Section II, we gives an overview of the architecture
of the proposed system. Section III describes the implementation in more detail. Following that, we evaluate our
system in Section IV. Finally, we draw conclusions and
indicate directions for future work in Section V.
II. D ESIGN
In the following, we will describe the overall design of
our proposed system. Fig. 1 gives a high level overview
of the various roles and types of users in our system,
as well as the rough technical structure. The end users,
such as medical personnel and hospital administrative and
security staff, are accessing the system through a smart
phone application. Our prototype is built on the Android
smart phone operating system. Administrative staff of
the hospital will take care of first entering equipment
data into the system. Security staff will be able to use
receive notifications when RFID tagged equipment leaves
a building, which will enable quicker response to possible
theft. Doctors and other medical personnel can query the
system for information about the location of equipment
as well as rooms in the hospital, as well as reserve their
use during certain times. This smart phone application will
mainly serve to communicate with a backend server, which
handles data storage, updates as well as interfacing with
the RFID parts of the system. A floor plan of the hospital
is stored on the server and transmitted to and cache by
the smartphone application. It is used to visualize the
locations or rooms and equipment and make it easier for
medical personnel to find various locations. If the floor
plan is updated, the cached copy will automatically be
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refreshed. The backend connects to an array of RFID
readers, which again connect to multiple RFID antennas
placed at the exit/entry of rooms and buildings. The RFID
reader then notify the backend server, when a registered
tag is detected, so the backend can update the associated
equipment’s location.
A. Equipment tracking
To track the locations of medical equipment, RFID
antennas are installed on both sides of all doors. When
passing through the door, depending on which antenna
last sees a given tag, the location of the RFID tag and
associated piece of equipment are updated. This process
is visualized in Fig. 2. The backend server runs processes
connected to each RFID read over LLRP (Low Level
Reader Protocol), to watch for tags at all connected antennas. When a tag that is part of the hospital’s equipment
management system is seen, that tag’s location is updated
in accordance to a mapping of antennas to rooms, allowing
the information to be updated in realtime. In addition,
antennas at outside facing exits are flagged on the floor
plan, which allows the detection of equipment leaving the
hospital premises. Once equipment is detected as having
left, if it is not seen again within a configurable grace
period, the app will display a notification for users who are
marked with the guard flag, alerting them that equipment
might have gone missing. Users with the guard flag can
also use the app to retrieve a list of equipment that is
currently not detected within the hospital as well as its
last detected locations. Regular users can use the app to
query the current whereabouts of equipment, searching by
various criteria, such as equipment names.
B. Booking
Medical staff can also use the smartphone application to
book rooms and equipment for certain timeslots. In both
cases, the process is quite similar.
1) Equipment: To book the use of a piece of a equipment for a certain time, medical personnel first has to find
the specific piece of equipment required. For this, the most
basic search functionality is to search by equipment name.
However, the proposed system also allows restricting
the search results in certain ways, such as only listing
equipment which is not already reserved during a certain
time period and searching for equipment by location. The
status of listed equipment is also shown using a color
coding which makes it easy to identify if it is currently in
use, booked in the future, free or currently booked by the
user performing the query. Once identify, it is possible to
mark a piece of equipment in the system as reserved. This
reservation will be stored on the backend server and list
the start and end times as well as the user who did the
booking.
2) Rooms: Users are able to search for available rooms
by different criteria, such as name and availability during
specific time frames. For rooms, which are not already
reserved during the specified time, users are able to make
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Fig. 1: Overview of roles and structure of the smart hospital system.

based backend server written in Python 3. To ensure the
integrity and confidentiality of communications between
both parts, an nginx based reverse proxy is deployed,
proving HTTPS security for interfacing with the backend.
A. Frontend

Fig. 2: A visualization of medical equipment moving
through a door into another room and thereby from the
detection range of RFID antenna 1 into that of RFID
antenna 2.

a reservation of that room. The reservation along with
the name of the user who reserved the room will be displayed to other users, who are also querying information
about this room. This allows for easy coordination among
medical personnel, for example in the case that a booked
room is required for an emergency, Color codes display
the status of each bookable room to the user, marking it
as either currently in use, booked in the future, free or
currently booked by the user.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
Our implementation is split into two parts. First, we
have the frontend, which is a mobile application written on
the Android platform and used by medical and administrative personnel to access the system. This part of the system
is implemented using Java. Second, there is an HTTP
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The frontend has a number of different functionalities,
but for most of it, it requires information about the layout
of the hospital it is to be deployed in. To facilitate this, it
requests a hash of floor plan data from the backend server.
If this hash differs with the already retrieved data, or no
data has yet been retrieved at all, the frontend app will
request the actual floor plan data from the backend server.
This data consists of image data of the floor plans and
meta information in JSON format, containing information
such as the locations of rooms both physically and on the
floor plan images, the designations of rooms, as well as
locations of RFID antennas and a flat designating a room
as bookable or unbookable.
B. Equipment Tracking
Equipment can be listed and searched through the
frontend application. For this, a simple search function
allows searching by equipment name. Additionally, advanced search options are available, which allow searching
by more detailed criteria, including availability during
certain time frames. All entered search parameters are
sent through a JSON based query to the backend server,
where they are are used to perform corresponding database
queries and finally return the results to the frontend. From
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search results, it is also possible to list more detailed
informations about a given item. Search results can also
be sorted according to different criteria, such as name
or availability. Administrative users may also edit its
properties, which will cause the item data to be updated on
the backend server’s database. To register new equipment
in the system, certain RFID antennas are reserved for use
by administrative staff for the reprogramming of RFID
tags. Using the smartphone application, administrative
staff can enter descriptive information about a given piece
of equipment and specify which RFID antenna to use.
Then, a fresh RFID tag is placed on the attenna and
reprogrammed with a new tag ID. These tag IDs follow a
specific scheme, which makes it easy for RFID readers to
filter for tags that belong to the smart hospital system. Due
to this, unnecessary notifications to the backend system
can be avoided. Finally, the RFID tag is attached to the
newly registered piece of equipment, allowing it to be
tracked as it moves through the building.
C. Booking
The booking or reservation interface also uses the search
functionality described above. Search requests are sent
to the backend server for processing, which returns the
results to the frontend application, where the results are
listed. This functionality is similar both for booking rooms
and equipment, also sharing part of its implementation.
Equipment search results directly allow accessing room
data and showing a building map with the corresponding
room being highlighted.
D. Backend
The main part of the backend consists of an HTTP
server written in Python 3. Communications to the frontend app are secured by using an nginx reverse proxy
which supports HTTPS. Additionally, the backend server
manages separate background processes to handle communications with the RFID readers. In the following, we
will describe the organization of the backend architecture
in more detail.
E. Equipment Tracking
The main functionality of our proposed system is the
tracking of medical and other equipment within the hospital.
1) Server: The server component of our proposed system is written in Python 3 and provides a JSON based
HTTP API. While the built-in HTTP server has no support
for SSL/TLS, HTTPS can be provided by employing a
reverse proxy, e.g. nginx or Apache. While HTTP is being
used, the system does not use cookies. Instead, upon login,
a secure login token is generated and sent in the login
response to the frontend app. This token is then included as
a field in the JSON data structure when making requests.
Due to this explicit handling of the login token, the system
is not vulnerable to cross site scripting (XSS) attacks, as
there is no implicit authentication of requests taking place.
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Fig. 3: Zebra FX7500 RFID reader [13].

Fig. 4: Adhesive RFID tag.

Login tokens are invalidated either upon logging out, or
after a certain amount of time. To ensure the safety of
user passwords, they are hashed using the state of the
art Argon2 password hashing algorithm. Additionally, rate
limiting is employed to limit login attempts on both a peruser and on a per-host basis. Floor plan data is assumed
to be mostly static and stored on the backend server in
the form of JSON files and images in PNG format. Other
data, such as user information, reservations of rooms or
equipment, as well as equipment data are stored in an
SQLite 3 database. If necessary for scaling, this database
can also be swapped out for other relational database
systems such as PostgreSQL or MariaDB. A modular
design makes it easy to extend the functionality provided
by the backend server if needed at some point.
2) RFID Readers: Our system prototype has been
implemented using a Zebra FX7500 [13], which is also
shown in Fig. 3. For actual deployment, a reader optimized for tracking exit/entry of tags, such as the Zebra
ST5500 [14] might be more suitable. For the prototype,
the FX7500 has been chosen because it provides the
ability to handle up to four antennas, so it can covor
both sides of two doors. In certain scenarios, where the
antenna can cover bigger areas, it may also be possible
to cover multiple doors with a single antenna to track
the presence of tags. Testing has been performed using
adhesive RFID tags, such as the one shown in Fig. 4.
Connectivity between the backend and the RFID reader
is done via the LLRP protocol [15], or more specifically
the sllurp [16] library. A short wrapper script allows the
backend server to launch a process for each configured
RFID reader. This process will handle communications
with the RFID reader and report the presence of new tags
to the backend server through a pipe of its standard output,
which is watched by the backend server to trigger updates
of equipment locations. When tag presence information
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TABLE I: System benchmark, 5000 requests, 20
concurrent connections. Results in milliseconds.
Connect
Processing
Waiting
Total

Min
51
18
18
71

Mean
63
23
23
86

±SD
55.1
7.8
4.3
56.1

Median
57
22
22
79

Max
1107
333
48
1138

TABLE II: System benchmark, 5000 requests, 100
concurrent connections. Results in milliseconds.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: (a) Booking equipment. (b) Color coded floor
plan. (c) Search options.

is read from the sllurp process, the backend server will
look up the corresponding RFID antenna’s location and
the the piece of equipment associated with the read tag.
It will then update the equipment’s location to match the
RFID attena’s location at which the tag was most recently
detected.
F. Booking
Medical personnel can use the smartphone application
to reserve or book the use of both equipment and rooms
if marked as bookable in the database. To do so, first
the search function is used to find equipment and rooms,
which is available during the desired time period. To
assist in this, various search options can be set, as shown
for equipment search in Fig. 5(c). It is also possible to
display a floor plan, with color coded room markings to
find available rooms or available equipment by location.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 5(b), where two
rooms have light blue markings, indicating that unbooked
equipment fulfilling search criteria is available in these
rooms, while another room is marked in green, indicating
that a piece of equipment reserved by the current user if
available there. To enter a booking, the user selects a piece
of equipment or a room from the search results and enters
the purpose of the booking and the desired timeframe.
If the booking succeeds, the equipment or room will be
marked as reserved during the specified time frame.
IV. E VALUATION
In the following, we will analyze our system with
respect to various criteria, ranging from user studies, over
system performance to privacy and other considerations.

Connect
Processing
Waiting
Total

Min
54
23
22
79

Mean
343
36
35
379

±SD
90.5
18.9
15.7
93.3

Median
336
31
31
368

Max
1511
349
210
1623

a single CPU core and 2GB of RAM with an nginx reverse
proxy. For a real deployment, a more powerful server
should be used, but this can provide a performance baseline. For the sake of this evaluation, the /list_rooms
API endpoint is queried with 20 concurrent connections
for a total of 5000 requests. /list_rooms is chosen,
because it executes one of the most complex SQL queries
in the system to handle the various possible search options.
The test database contains eight rooms. Results are given
in Table I. 99 % of queries received a response within
138 ms, with the slowest requests being finished within
about 1.2 s. This shows that even a very low end server
can easily handle We also run the same benchmark with
100 concurrent connections, which puts much higher load
on the server. The results are given in Table II. In this
case, 80 % of requests finish within 400 ms, 99 % finish
within 621 ms and the slowest requests take 1.6 s.
C. Privacy
RFID is often mentioned in the contexts of having negative impacts on personal privacy [7] and especially in the
medical field, privacy is a very important issue. Our system
is however only concerned with the locations of medical
equipment as well as the reservation or booking status of
equipment and hospital rooms by medical personnel. No
patient data is handled by the system, therefore patient
privacy is not affected.
With respect to the users of our system, no personal
data other than an email address, the user’s name and
a hashed password is stored. As medical personnel will
generally be employed by the hospital anyways, it is not to
be expected that this limited data causes privacy concerns
as the hospital should already know this information about
users of the system.
D. Use of RFID in Hospitals

A. Usability Pilot Study
- TODO: Feedback from two hospitals
B. Backend Performance
We run a benchmark of the backend server using the ab
[17] tool. The backend is running on a virtual server with
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Certain limitations to the use of RFID technology in
hospital environments also have to be considered before
the deployment of an RFID based smart hospital system.
The most important limitation to be considered is that
RFID can cause electromagnetic interference (EMI) with
certain biomedical devices [7] and therefore cause patient
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safety issues in certain areas of a hospital. It is also the
case that medical devices may be able to interfere with
the correct reading of RFID tags through either EMI or
the presence of large metal objects [7].
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented our RFID based smart
hospital system, which increases efficiency of hospital
operations by streamlining the management of medical
equipment and the allocation of rooms and facilities to
medical staff. Our system tracks the locations of mobile
equipment through RFID tags, thereby both making it
easier to counteract attempts of removing equipment from
hospital facilities and making it easier to find equipment
necessary for medical procedures. We also evaluate our
system with respect to privacy and find that it does not
negatively impact patient or employee privacy. In addition,
we find that the backend service can handle high numbers
of concurrent users even on very modest hardware.
In the future, we would like to perform further studies
of usability of our system and investigate ways of deploying RFID based systems in hospitals while preventing
eletromagnetic interference from either impacting medical
equipment or the accurate reading of RFID tags. We would
also like to analyze the performance and usability of our
system in a real world deployment.
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